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We define the type-independent resource
theory of local operations and shared en-
tanglement (LOSE). This allows us to for-
mally quantify postquantumness in common-
cause scenarios such as the Bell scenario.
Any nonsignaling bipartite quantum chan-
nel which cannot be generated by LOSE
operations requires a postquantum common
cause to generate, and constitutes a valu-
able resource. Our framework allows LOSE
operations that arbitrarily transform be-
tween different types of resources, which
in turn allows us to undertake a system-
atic study of the different manifestations of
postquantum common causes. Only three
of these have been previously recognized,
namely postquantum correlations, postquan-
tum steering, and ‘non-localizable’ channels,
all of which are subsumed as special cases
of resources in our framework. Finally, we
prove several fundamental results regarding
how the type of a resource determines what
conversions into other resources are possible,
and also places constraints on the resource’s
ability to provide an advantage in distributed
tasks such as nonlocal games, semiquantum
games, steering games, etc.
1 Introduction
In space-like separated experiments, it is well-
known that quantum theory can generate correla-
tions which violate Bell inequalities [1], witnessing
the fact that they cannot be explained by a classical
common-cause process [2]. In a common-cause sce-
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nario, such correlations can only be explained by a
common cause described by a more general theory,
such as a quantum common cause [3–5] (which for
our purposes can be viewed simply as shared entan-
glement1).
However, it is also well-known that in common-
cause scenarios, quantum theory cannot generate
correlations which are maximally nonclassical, as
was pointed out by Tsirelson [6] and by Popescu
and Rohrlich [7]. That is, nonsignaling correlations
which achieve the logically maximal violation of a
Bell inequality generally cannot be achieved by lo-
cal measurements on entangled states, and yet are
achievable by postquantum common causes [8], that
is, those described by a generalized probabilistic the-
ory [8, 9] (GPT) beyond quantum theory.
Correlations, often termed box-type resources,
or simply ‘boxes’ [10], are not the only postquan-
tum resources. More general types of postquan-
tum resources2 have been studied in a few previ-
ous works [11–15], which found instances of chan-
nels which cannot be generated by local operations
and shared entanglement (LOSE) [16].
Ref. [11] was the first to show that the set of
nonsignaling channels is strictly larger than the set
of channels realizable by local operations and shared
entanglement. The authors refer to the former set
of channels as ‘causal’ and to the latter set of chan-
nels as ‘localizable’, but we will not adopt this
terminology (largely because the term ‘causal’ is
1More precisely, it is the quantum systems which consti-
tute the common cause.
2Throughout this work, the adjective postquantum refers
to the common cause required to generate the given resource,
while the resources themselves are always channels taking
quantum states to quantum states (as opposed to channels
which act on postquantum states, which we do not consider).
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ambiguous and overloaded). A key motivation in
Ref. [11] (which also applies to our work) is to bet-
ter understand the restrictions on operations that
are imposed by special relativity. Subsequently,
Refs. [12, 13] made some progress in characteriz-
ing the set of postquantum channels, and Ref. [13]
showed that there exist postquantum channels that
are not entanglement-breaking.
Additionally, Ref. [15] studied the set of postquan-
tum resources which arise in generalized steering
scenarios in the bipartite case. First, Ref. [17] noted
that all logically possible bipartite quantum steer-
ing assemblages can be generated using local op-
erations and shared entanglement, and hence that
postquantum common causes do not give an ad-
vantage for steering of quantum states. Initially
this motivated the study of multipartite postquan-
tum steering [14, 17, 18]. However, returning to
the bipartite setting, Ref. [15] considered a gener-
alized type of steering scenario in which the steered
party (Bob) has a classical input system. These
were termed Bob-with-input steering assemblages,
and Ref. [15] provides examples of such resources
which cannot be generated using local operations
and shared entanglement.
In fact, there are a wide variety of nontrivial
postquantum resources, including boxes, distributed
measurements, and Bob-with-input steering assem-
blages as special cases, as well as measurement-
device-independent steering assemblages, channel-
steering assemblages, ensemble-preparing channels,
and so on.
We introduce a unified framework for the study
of postquantum common cause channels, which sub-
sumes all of these types of resources as special cases.
This framework is the resource theory [19] of local
operations and shared entanglement. Any common-
cause process which cannot be realized by LOSE op-
erations is a valuable resource and a signature of a
postquantum common cause. Furthermore, by con-
sidering transformations between resources that can
be enacted using LOSE operations, one can quan-
titatively characterize the postquantumness of any
given resource.
The study of such postquantum resources sheds
light on the space of logically conceivable pro-
cesses which are not realizable with quantum com-
mon causes. As evidenced by the example of the
Popescu-Rohrlich (PR) box, such processes serve
as useful foils [20] for teaching us about quantum
theory. Furthermore, postquantum processes pro-
vide clues for where one might find physics beyond
quantum theory [21]. Conversely, a recent line of
research involves the search for reasonable physi-
cal principles which distinguish nonlocal quantum
correlations from postquantum correlations: macro-
scopic locality [22], information causality [23, 24],
limits on communication complexity [25] or nonlo-
cal computation [26, 27], local orthogonality [28] or
the Specker principle [29, 30]. Almost quantum cor-
relations [31, 32] were originally developed to pro-
vide an example of a postquantum theory that nev-
ertheless satisfies several of the reasonable physi-
cal principles above. This postquantum theory was
first studied in the context of nonlocal boxes, and
was then extended to generalized steering scenar-
ios [15, 17] and beyond [14]. Discriminating quan-
tum from postquantum (as opposed to discriminat-
ing nonclassical from classical) can also be useful
in the field of device-independent quantum infor-
mation [33], such as for self-testing [34, 35], ran-
dom certification [36, 37], and the study of nonlocal
games [38]. We also note recent experimental explo-
rations of the boundary of quantum theory [39, 40].
Most of the results in this article refer not to spe-
cific instances of postquantum resources, but rather
to what can be said about a postquantum resource
merely from knowing its type (e.g. whether it is
a box, an assemblage, a distributed measurement,
etc). Most of our analysis and results have close
analogues in Ref. [41], which undertook a similar
study for the type-independent resource theory of
local operations and shared randomness (LOSR),
which is the appropriate resource theory for quanti-
fying nonclassicality of common-cause processes [10]
(to be contrasted with the resource theory of LOSE
studied here, which is appropriate for quantifying
postquantumness of common-cause processes).
In Section 2, we introduce the types of resources
we consider; that is, the enveloping set of resources
in our resource theory. In Section 3, we introduce
the free resources and free transformations. We
then characterize the types of bipartite resources
which can possibly be nonfree—that is, which can
exhibit postquantumness. In Section 3.1, we discuss
how the free transformations induce a preorder over
all resources, which quantitatively determines how
valuable each resource is. In Section 3.2, we state
some results (proved in Appendix A) about the rel-
ative value of various postquantum resources that
have been considered in the literature. In Section 4,
we discuss type encodings, which formalize the idea
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that some resource types are able to exhibit all of the
same manifestations of postquantumness as another
type of resource. We begin a systematic study of
which types of resources can encode the postquan-
tumness of all resources of other types, and we show
that the distributed measurement type can encode
the postquantumness of all resources of all types.
In Section 5, we recall the framework of distributed
games, introduced in Ref. [41], which unifies and
generalizes many traditional distributed tasks and
games, including entanglement witnessing, nonlocal
games, semiquantum games, steering games, tele-
portation games, and so on. We then discuss how
players can implement type-changing LOSE opera-
tions on whatever shared resources they have access
to in order to generate an optimal strategy for the
game they are playing. In Section 5.1, we discuss im-
plications from the type of a shared resource to how
well it can perform at various games. In Section 6,
we conclude with some interesting open questions.
2 The enveloping theory
Following Ref. [41, 42], the set of resources we con-
sider in this work are the multipartite, completely-
positive [43, 44] trace preserving (CPTP) maps that
are nonsignaling [42] between every pair of parties.
We will focus on the bipartite case for simplicity;
however, most of our framework and results gener-
alize immediately to arbitrarily many parties.
Different types of resources are distinguished by
whether the input and output systems of each party
are trivial, classical, or quantum. As in Ref. [42],
a single party’s system is said to be trivial if it has
dimension one, is said to be classical if all opera-
tors on its Hilbert space are diagonal, and is oth-
erwise said to be quantum. If a single party has
a collection of input (output) systems, we will con-
sider them as a single effective input (output) sys-
tem. We will focus on bipartite resources shared
between two parties, Alice and Bob, and will denote
Alice’s input and output systems by X and A, re-
spectively, and Bob’s input and output systems by
Y and B, respectively. Each of these systems has
trivial (I), classical (C), or quantum (Q) type, and
so we can denote the global type of the resource
by T := Type[X]Type[Y]→Type[A]Type[B]. The
partition-type of a single party is specified by the
types of its inputs and outputs, e.g. in Alice’s case
we write TA := Type[X]→Type[A].
The most commonly studied types of resources,
depicted in Figure 1 and discussed in more detail in
Refs. [41, 42], are quantum states, of type II→QQ,
steering assemblages [45–53], of type CI→CQ, tele-
portages [14, 54, 55], of type QI→CQ, nonsignaling
boxes [56, 57], of type CC→CC, distributed mea-
surements (or semiquantum channels) [14, 37, 58],
of type QQ→CC, MDI-steering channels [59], of
type CQ→ CC, channel steering assemblages [60],
of type CQ → CQ, Bob-with-input steering as-
semblages [14, 15], of type CC→CQ, distributed
ensemble-preparing channels [11], of type CC→QQ,
and generic nonsignaling bipartite quantum chan-
nels, of type QQ→QQ. There are also five types
of nontrivial bipartite resources that have not (to
our knowledge) been previously studied, namely
QC→CQ, CQ→QQ, IQ→QQ, QQ→CQ, and CI→QQ.
Figure 1: Common types of nonsignaling resources,
where classical systems are represented by single wires
and quantum systems are represented by double wires.
As we will show, every resource of the three shaded
types is LOSE-free. From left to right, top to bottom,
we depict: quantum states, steering assemblages, tele-
portages, boxes, distributed measurements (or semiquan-
tum channels), measurement-device-independent steering
assemblages, channel steering assemblages, Bob-with-input
steering assemblages, distributed ensemble-preparations,
and generic nonsignaling bipartite quantum channels.
We denote the set of all nonsignaling resources (of
all types) as Ens, and we take this as our enveloping
theory. One could consider a different set of multi-
partite channels as one’s enveloping theory, such as
the set Egcc of multipartite CPTP maps which can
be realized by GPT common causes, or the set Esig
of all CPTP maps (including signaling maps). Note
that Egcc ⊂ Ens ⊂ Esig.
It is an interesting open question whether Egcc is
a strict subset of Ens, or whether the two are equal.
Open Question 1. Do there exist bipartite
nonsignaling quantum channels which cannot be re-
alized by GPT common causes?
If the two sets coincide, then one would have a
simple characterization of the set of quantum chan-
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nels realizable by a GPT common-cause, which a
priori appears to be a difficult set to character-
ize. For the special case of box-type resources, it
was shown in Ref. [8] that GPT common-cause pro-
cesses can generate all nonsignaling boxes. On the
other hand, it is known that in generic causal sce-
narios, the set of correlations (over some observed
classical variables) that can be generated by unob-
served GPT common causes is constrained not only
by equality constraints, but also by nontrivial in-
equality constraints [61] (beyond positivity, normal-
ization, and nonsignaling constraints). This makes
it plausible that even in the simple common-cause
scenario we are considering, the set of processes over
quantum systems might also be constrained beyond
the nonsignaling constraint.
Apart from its intrinsic interest, characterizing
the set Egcc is worth exploring because it constitutes
the most natural choice for an enveloping set of pro-
cesses in our resource theory. Given a nonsignaling
channel that cannot be generated by LOSE opera-
tions, there are two possible explanations: either the
channel was generated by a postquantum common
cause, or it was generated by fine-tuned cause-effect
influences.3 If the causal structure in a given sce-
nario is a common-cause structure (with no cause-
effect relations between the parties), then only the
postquantum common-cause explanation is viable.
Such an assumption on the causal structure can be
grounded, for example, by relativity theory in the
context of space-like separated parties. We will take
this approach, and will refer to valuable LOSE chan-
nels as resources of postquantum common cause, or
simply ‘postquantum resources’. As such, the en-
veloping theory we are really interested in is Egcc.
If there do exist any processes in Ens that are not
in Egcc, then these could only be explained by a re-
source of fine-tuned cause-effect influence, not by a
resource of postquantum common cause, and hence
our interpretation of such resources would be in-
consistent. As there is no evidence that such pro-
cesses exist, we will for the purpose of this paper
assume they do not, allowing us to take the well-
characterized set Ens as our enveloping theory.
The third option for the enveloping set, Esig, is
also sensible, as it is the most general set of channels
that is natural in our context. However, this added
generality makes the resulting resource theory more
3The former view is in the spirit of Ref. [3, 10], while
the latter, endorsed (e.g.) in Ref. [12], seems to be more
traditional.
difficult to characterize. In any case, the choice of
the enveloping set is not especially consequential,
since the value of resources depends only on the
free transformations, not on the enveloping set of re-
sources. Hence, we have chosen the set which leads
to the most interesting insights, namely Ens.
3 LOSE resources and transforma-
tions
The key component of any resource theory is a set
of free processes, that is, resources and transforma-
tions which can be implemented at no cost. Here,
we wish to quantify the notion of postquantum com-
mon causes as resources. Consequently, the set of
free processes are taken to be all and only those that
can be generated by quantum common causes—that
is, by shared entanglement. We imagine that all lo-
cal quantum operations are free, but that all forms
of communication between parties are inaccessible.
In other words, the free processes are defined by the
set of local operations and shared entanglement, or
LOSE operations.
A generic free resource is depicted in Fig. 2(a),
while free resources of three specific types are shown
in Fig. 2(b), Fig. 2(c), and Fig. 2(d). Any resource
in the enveloping theory that cannot be generated in
this manner is nonfree: a valuable resource which
requires a postquantum common-cause to generate.
We provide various explicit examples of valuable re-
sources (of several different types) in Appendix A.
A generic free transformation is depicted in Fig. 4.
We elaborate on the set of free transformations in
Section 3.1, as well as how these free transformations
generate the essential structure of our resource the-
ory, that is, the preorder which determines the value
of every resource in the enveloping theory. We give
three examples of (type-changing) free transforma-
tions in Appendix A.
Many types of resources are trivial, in the sense
that quantum theory can generate every resource of
that kind, which in turn implies that there are no
postquantum resources of that type.
Definition 1. A resource type is LOSE-trivial if
every resource of that type can be generated by LOSE
operations.
Of the resource types in Fig. 1, entangled states are
all free (by definition), while steering assemblages
and teleportages are (less obviously) also all free.
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Figure 2: Dashed wires depict systems with arbitrary type.
A free resource (of arbitrary type) is one which can be
generated as in (a), by shared entanglement (in purple)
and local operations (in black). Free boxes are those which
decompose as in (b), and free distributed measurements
are those which decompose as in (c). As a consequence of
Theorem 1, all teleportages are free, since they admit of a
decomposition as in (d).
We now provide an elegant characterization of the
bipartite resource types that can give a postquan-
tum advantage.
Theorem 1. A bipartite resource type is LOSE-
trivial if and only if it has at least one trivial input
or output.
Proof. First, note that there exist examples of boxes
which are not LOSE-free; a well-known example of
such a box is the PR box [7], defined in Appendix A.
Since every type of bipartite resource whose inputs
and outputs are all nontrivial has the PR box as a
special case, it follows that none of these types is
LOSE-trivial.
Conversely, we prove that every bipartite type
which has a trivial input or output is LOSE-trivial.
The argument relies on the fact, proven in Ref. [62]
that channels which are nonsignaling from one party
to a second can always be realized without any
causal influences from the first to the second. Con-
sider the case where an output of the bipartite chan-
nel is trivial; taking this to be Alice’s output with-
out loss of generality, the channel (denoted E) is de-
picted on the left-hand-side of Fig. 3(a). As we are
assuming that E is nonsignaling from Alice’s input
to Bob’s output, the result of Ref. [62] states that
this channel can be decomposed into two channels—
one of which has no output—as shown. But the
only CPTP channel with no outputs is the trace,
which factorizes, as shown in the second equality.
The resulting channel is manifestly constructed from
LOSE operations, and hence E can be generated by
LOSE operations. Next, consider the case where
an input of the bipartite channel is trivial; taking
this to be Alice’s input without loss of generality,
the channel (denoted E ′) is depicted on the left-
hand-side of Fig. 3(b). As we are assuming that
E ′ is nonsignaling from Bob’s input to Alice’s out-
put, the result of Ref. [62] states that this channel
can be decomposed as shown. But this decompo-
sition requires only LOSE operations, and hence E ′
can also be generated by LOSE operations. Since
Figure 3: (a) Every channel E of the form on the left-
hand-side which is nonsignaling from Alice to Bob can be
decomposed into LOSE operations, as on the right-hand-
side. (b) Every channel E ′ of the form on the left-hand-side
which is nonsignaling from Bob to Alice can be decomposed
into LOSE operations, as on the right-hand-side.
this sequence of operations is manifestly LOSE-free,
it follows that E is necessarily LOSE-free, merely by
virtue of its type.
Theorem 1 has the following corollary, which is
formalized in Section 5.1.
Corollary 2. No GPT can outperform quantum
theory at steering or teleporting quantum states; that
is, at any steering games [41, 51] or teleportation
games [41, 54, 63].
3.1 Type-changing LOSE operations
In keeping with the discussion above, the set of free
transformations are all and only those that can be
generated by LOSE operations. We denote this set
by LOSE, an element of this set by τ ∈ LOSE, and
a generic resource of arbitrary type by R, where the
action of τ on R is denoted τ ◦R.
Using the fact that the most general map tak-
ing a quantum channel to a quantum channel is a
quantum comb [64, 65], we can decompose an ar-
bitrary (bipartite) free transformation as in Fig. 4.
That is, any free transformation can be generated
by each party locally implementing some quantum
comb, where furthermore each local comb has as in-
put one subsystem of an arbitrary shared entangled
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state. (Note that this entangled state can also be fed
down the side channel of each local comb, and hence
is effectively an input to both the pre-processings
and the post-processings that constitute the local
comb.) The set of LOSE operations is manifestly
convex.
Figure 4: A generic LOSE transformation (in green) on
a bipartite resource (in black) consists of a local comb for
each party, where each local comb may have as input one
subsystem of an arbitrary shared entangled state.
Critically, note that the local combs can change
the type of a resource. That is, the types of the in-
put and output systems of the transformed resource
(in green in Fig. 4) need not be the same types as the
input and output systems of the source resource (in
black in Fig. 4). The type of systems of the source
and target resource merely determine what sort of
pre-and-post-processings make up the local combs.
We give three specific examples of type-changing
transformations in Appendix A; in particular, see
Fig. 9, Fig. 11, Fig. 14, and the surrounding discus-
sions.
This set of free transformations induces a preorder
over the set of resources in the enveloping theory.
Definition 2. For resources R and R′ of two arbi-
trary types, we say that R LOSE R′, or equivalently
that R LOSE7−−−−→ R′, iff there exists some τ ∈ LOSE
such that R′ = τ ◦R.
In such cases, we say that R is at least as
postquantum (or ‘as valuable’) as R′. This is in-
deed a preorder, since the identity transformation is
LOSE-free (reflexivity) and since LOSE transforma-
tions are closed under composition (transitivity).
Resources R and R′ are equally postquantum
if they are freely interconvertible under LOSE trans-
formations; that is, if R
LOSE7−−−−→ R′ and R′ LOSE7−−−−→ R.
We denote this R
LOSE←−−→ R′ and say that R and R′
are in the same LOSE equivalence class.
Resources R and R′ are incomparable if neither
can convert to the other under LOSE transforma-
tions.
3.2 Comparing postquantumness across re-
source types
With this resource theory framework in hand,
one can go about quantitatively comparing the
postquantumness of resources, even across different
types. In this section, we discuss what can be said
about the relative value of some known examples of
postquantum resources (of various different types)
from the literature.
The resources we discuss here are defined ex-
plicitly in Appendix A. There are five of these,
of four different types, and we will refer to them
based on their type and the initials of the au-
thors who first considered them. These include the
PR box [7], the PHHH ensemble-preparation [12],
the SHSA Bob-with-input steering assemblage [15],
and two nonsignaling channels of type QQ→QQ,
namely the BGNP channel [11] and the DFP chan-
nel [13]. In Appendix A, we prove that four con-
versions between these resources are possible using
LOSE operations, which in turn teaches us about
their relative postquantumness. For instance, we
show that the PR box is interconvertible with the
PHHH ensemble-preparation; hence, the two are
equally postquantum. Additionally, we show that
the PHHH ensemble-preparation can be converted
into the SHSA Bob-with-input-assemblage and the
DFP channel. By transitivity, of course, this also
implies that the PR box can be converted into ei-
ther of these resources.
These results (and some remaining open ques-
tions) are summarized in Fig. 5.
We were not able to resolve the remaining conver-
sion relations, indicated by the blue question marks
in the figure. However, there are some hints as to
whether or not some of these conversions are pos-
sible. For example, the form of the BGNP chan-
nel4 suggests that it can also be obtained from the
4E.g., the fact that the dephasing that is applied must be
identical in three subspaces but distinct in the fourth.
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Figure 5: We prove that the PR box and the PHHH
ensemble-preparation are interconvertible, and either of
these can be converted into the SHSA Bob-with-input as-
semblage or into the DFP assemblage. The remaining con-
version relations are unknown (although see the main text
for some relevant facts).
PR box. Also, it was shown in Ref. [13] that the
DFP channel exhibits a non-maximal violation of
the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequal-
ity, which suggests that one might be able to con-
struct a monotone from the CHSH functional (anal-
ogous to the constructions in Ref. [10]), such that
the value achieved by the PR box is higher than
that achieved by the DFP channel. If this were the
case, it would establish that the DFP channel could
not be converted to the PR box, which in turn would
prove that the PR box is strictly more postquantum.
Finally, we note that Ref. [15] establishes that the
SHSA Bob-with-input assemblage cannot be con-
verted to any postquantum box (including the PR
box) using operations which can be extended to in-
clude all local operations and shared randomness.
This implies that, if the SHSA Bob-with-input as-
semblage can be converted to the PR box, the con-
version will definitely require shared entanglement.
These results give us some insight into the struc-
ture of the type-independent resource theory of
LOSE. First of all, it shows that the property of
entanglement-breaking is not critical for postquan-
tumness: the PR box, despite being completely
entanglement-breaking, is at least as postquantum
as the DFP channel, which is not entanglement-
breaking. Additionally, we see that there are no
examples of postquantum channels that have been
proven to be inequivalent to the PR box, nor that
have been proven to be strictly more resourceful
than the PR box. Hence, it remains a possibil-
ity that all postquantum channels can be generated
from box-type postquantum channels. This would
be a striking result, implying that all manifesta-
tions of postquantumness in nature are extremely
simple— and also limited. Furthermore, it would
imply that that all nonsignaling quantum channels
can be generated by GPT common causes (answer-
ing Open Question 1 above), since all logically pos-
sible nonsignaling boxes can be generated by GPT
common causes [56]. (It would also imply that the
box-type encodes all other types, according to the
definition of encoding in the next section.) While
we suspect that not all postquantum channels can
be generated from postquantum boxes, this remains
a critical open question.
Open Question 2. Do there exist LOSE-nonfree
channels which cannot be freely generated using
LOSE operations and arbitrary nonsignaling boxes?
Finally, we learn that resources of more lim-
ited type (like boxes) can sometimes exhibit more
postquantumness than resources of a more general
type (like generic quantum channels). We elaborate
on this in the next section.
4 Encoding postquantumness of one
type into postquantumness of another
type
It is interesting to consider transformations from one
type of resource to another which do not degrade
the value of the initial resource. We will prove some
general results that do not rely on the particular
details of the initial resource, but depend only on its
type. To do so, we require the following definition,
which defines a preorder over types.
Definition 3. Global type T encodes global type
T ′, denoted T type T ′, if for every resource R′ of
type T ′, there exists at least one resource R of type
T such that R LOSE←−−→ R′.
In other words, there exists at least one resource
of the higher type in every equivalence class of re-
sources of the lower type. The higher type is able to
exhibit all the same manifestations of postquantum
common-cause resourcefulness as the lower type.
Furthermore, we will show that some resource of
the higher type is always able to perform at least as
well as any given resource of the lower type at any
distributed game.
4.1 Semiquantum channels encode all types
of postquantumness
We now show that resources with only classical out-
puts are able to encode the postquantumness of all
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other types of resources. We focus on the bipartite
case for simplicity, but the result generalizes imme-
diately to arbitrarily many parties.
Theorem 3. Every bipartite resource (of arbitrary
type) can be converted to a bipartite distributed mea-
surement (of type QQ→CC) which is in the same
equivalence class.
The proof is constructive, and is given in Ap-
pendix B.1. Furthermore, one can immediately see
from the proof that the transformation from the
given resource to a distributed measurement in its
equivalence class can be achieved by a single fixed
transformation, independent of the specific initial
resource.
This fact implies that all resources of arbitrary
types can have their postquantumness quantified
in a measurement-device-independent [59] fashion,
since classical systems may be probed even without
well-characterized quantum measurement devices.
4.2 Partition-type encodings
There are a large variety of global types, especially
in multipartite scenarios. A useful tool for studying
the preorder over these is the notion of a preorder
over partition-types, that is, over the nine types
TA := Type[X]→Type[A] of (e.g.) Alice’s share
of a resource.
Definition 4. Partition-type T1 is above partition-
type T ′1, denoted T1 type T ′1, if for every resource
R′ of type T ′1T2...Tn (as one ranges over all T2, ..., Tn
and all n), there exists a resource R of type T1T2...Tn
satisfying R′ LOSE←−−→ R.
This is useful because if every partition-type of a
given global type is higher than the corresponding
partition-type of a second global type, then the first
global type is higher in the preorder over global
types. Hence, it is useful to systematically char-
acterize which partition-types encode which others.
We summarize the known (and unknown) encodings
in Table 6.
Clearly, partition-type Q→ Q is at the top of
the preorder over partition-types, since every other
partition-type is a special case of this partition-type.
We refer to such trivial encodings as embeddings of
one type into another.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is that
the partition-types I→I, I→C, I→Q, C→I, and Q→I
Figure 6: A green check mark indicates that the col-
umn partition-type T is higher in the order than the row
partition-type T ′, that is, T type T ′. The question marks
indicate open questions. In two cases (indicated by ⇔), a
pair of these must have the same answer.
are all at the bottom of the preorder over partition-
types.
Noting that the proof of Theorem 3 required only
local operations on each individual party, it follows
immediately that the distributed measurement (or
semiquantum) partition-type is at the top of the pre-
order. Since partition-types Q→Q and Q→C encode
each other, they are in the same equivalence class at
the top of the preorder.
There remain several open questions, as indicated
in the table by question marks.
First, consider the questions of whether partition-
type C→C encodes either Q→C or Q→Q. Recall-
ing that Q→C and Q→Q are in the same equiva-
lence class, the answer to these two questions must
be the same. This question has deep implications
for the task of characterizing resources in practice,
since a positive answer would imply the possibility
of device-independent [66] characterizations of the
postquantumness of arbitrary resources.
Second, consider the questions of whether
partition-type C→Q encodes either Q→C or Q→Q.
For the reason given just above, the answer to these
two questions must again be the same. A positive
answer to this question would imply the possibility
of preparation-device-independent characterizations
of the postquantumness of arbitrary resources.
Finally, consider the question of whether
partition-type C→ C encodes partition-type C→
Q. A positive answer to this question would im-
ply the possibility of device-independent character-
izations of the postquantumness of any resources
whose inputs are all classical. It is also relevant for
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the question of whether or not postquantum Bob-
with-input steering assemblages constitute a novel
form of postquantumness, a question first raised
in Refs. [14, 15]. There, the authors argued that
some Bob-with-input assemblages are indeed novel,
in the sense that they cannot be converted into any
postquantum box by applying sets of quantum mea-
surements to the states in the Bob-with-input as-
semblage.
In light of our framework, this argument is not
conclusive. Our framework provides a formal no-
tion of what it means for a given type T to be ‘truly
novel’ with respect to another type (in this case,
box-type): there should exist at least one resource of
type T which is in an LOSE-equivalence class which
is not shared by any box-type resource. In other
words, it should be that the box-type does not en-
code type T . Refs. [14, 15] do not resolve this open
question, since they do not establish that there exist
postquantum Bob-with-input assemblages that can-
not be converted to postquantum boxes by LOSE
operations. Rather, the set of operations allowed
in their proof (sets of quantum measurements on
Bob’s steered state) is a strict subset of the full set of
LOSE operations from Bob-with-input assemblages
to boxes. It is not difficult to extend their argument
to show that the nonfree Bob-with-input assemblage
of Eq. (3)) cannot generate any nonfree box using
local operations and shared randomness. However,
it remains possible that under LOSE operations, one
could generate some nonfree box.
Indeed, we prove in Appendix A that the PR box
is at least as postquantum as the primary exam-
ple of a postquantum Bob-with-input assemblage in
Ref. [15]. From this fact and the point of view en-
dorsed above, it remains an open question whether
or not there exist forms of postquantum steering
that are truly novel.
5 Distributed games
Resources of various types are often used to per-
form distributed information-processing tasks, such
as teleportation, certified randomness generation via
violation of Bell inequalities, and so on. Conversely,
distributed experiments such as entanglement wit-
nessing, nonlocal games, semiquantum games, steer-
ing experiments, and teleportation games are often
used to characterize the sense in which various pro-
cesses are resources. Ref. [41] defined an abstract
framework of distributed games which subsumes
all of these types of tasks as special cases. Within
this framework, there is a natural set of games as-
sociated to every global type T .
Definition 5. For a given global type T , we define a
distributed T-game as a linear map from resources
of type T to the real numbers. A resource of type T is
then naturally said to be a strategy for a T -game.
The referee and players are all assumed to know
the complete specification of the game (that is, the
types of inputs and outputs, as well as the particular
linear map to the real numbers) in advance. To play
the game, the players process their initial shared re-
sources (which may be of arbitrary types) using ar-
bitrary LOSE processes, ultimately generating a re-
source of the appropriate type for the game—that is,
a strategy for the game. Based only on the strategy
they generate, the referee assigns them a score. We
depict three types of T -games abstractly in Fig. 7,
where a closed diagram is to be interpreted as a real
number, which in this case is the score assigned to
the strategy (in light grey) by the particular game
(in black). Note that the processing of the player’s
initial resource into a strategy is not depicted here.
Figure 7: Some games and their strategies. (a) Boxes are
strategies for nonlocal games. (b) Distributed measure-
ments are strategies for semiquantum games. (c) Tele-
portages are strategies for teleportation games. As we
prove, all strategies for teleportation games are LOSE-free.
See Ref. [41] for a prescription by which one can
experimentally implement any game of any type, as
well as for a discussion of how one can interpret
these games less abstractly.5 For our purposes, we
merely note that this abstract definition of games
subsumes most of the usual distributed tasks, in-
cluding entanglement witnesses, Bell tests, steering
witnesses, teleportation games, and so on.
Given a shared resource of any type, the dis-
tributed parties can apply arbitrary free operations
5In Ref. [41], the players are only allowed LOSR operations
to generate their strategies.
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to transform that resource into a strategy for the
game they are playing, with the aim of optimizing
their score. Denote a particular game of type T by
GT , and the score it assigns to a strategy E (a spe-
cific resource of type T ) by GT (E).
Definition 6. The optimal performance of a re-
source R (of arbitrary type) with respect to a game
GT of arbitrary type T is given by
ωGT (R) = max
τ :Type[R]→T
GT (τ ◦R), (1)
where τ ∈ LOSE takes resources of the given type
Type[R] to type T .
Next, we define a second preorder over resources,
based on their performance at games of a given type.
Denote the set of all games of type T by GT .
Definition 7. For resources R and R′ of differ-
ent and arbitrary type, we say that R GT R′ iff
ωGT (R) ≥ ωGT (R′) for every GT ∈ GT .
This is not to be confused with the preorder over re-
sources induced by the free LOSE-transformations,
which is generally a distinct preorder. However,
Theorem 4 below provides a condition under which
the two preorders coincide.
5.1 Implications from the type of a resource
to its performance at games
We now establish various connections between the
type of a resource and how well it can perform at dis-
tributed games when the players make use of LOSE
operations.
First, consider games of a given type T that is
LOSE-trivial. Since every resource of this type (and
hence every strategy for such games) can be gen-
erated freely, one can achieve the optimal score for
any such game at no cost. Hence, postquantum re-
sources are not useful for them, and conversely, no
game of type T can be used to witness the postquan-
tumness of any resource. The two most interest-
ing examples of this were stated in Corollary 2,
which stated that there is no postquantum advan-
tage for steering or teleporting quantum states, as
made quantitative by steering games [41, 51] or tele-
portation games [41, 54, 63]. These two facts were
pointed out in Refs. [14, 55]. They follow more for-
mally as an immediate consequence of Theorem 4
below.
Note that if it were the case that the task of tele-
portation were only concerned with establishing an
identity channel between two parties who share en-
tanglement, then it is clear that quantum theory
can achieve this task perfectly, and the observation
that postquantum common causes give no advan-
tage would be trivial. However, this observation is
not trivial, since many teleportation tasks are not
of this form, as pointed out in Refs. [54, 63].
On the other hand, any nonsignaling resource of
any type T which is nonfree in our resource theory
provides a postquantum advantage for at least one
game of type T . This follows as an immediate con-
sequence of the following (more general) theorem.
Theorem 4. If T type T ′, then for resources
R1, R2 of type T ′, R1 LOSE R2 iff R1 GT R2.
The proof is given in Appendix C.
In other words, if type T is above type T ′, then
for resources of type T ′, the preorder over resources
defined by LOSE-conversion coincides with the pre-
order over resources defined by performance at all
games of type T . This implies that games of a higher
type perfectly characterize the postquantumness of
resources of a lower type. Conversely, it implies that
every nonfree resource is useful for some game of the
same type, and also for some game of every higher
type.
Combining Theorem 4 with Theorem 1, it follows
that there are postquantum advantages for nonlocal
games, semiquantum games, measurement-device-
independent steering games, channel steering games,
Bob-with-input steering games, and so on. To our
knowledge, these advantages have only been stud-
ied in the context of nonlocal games [1] and Bob-
with-input-steering [15], while the rest remain to be
studied.
Combining Theorem 4 with Theorem 3, it follows
that the set GSQ of all semiquantum games witnesses
(and exactly quantifies) the resourcefulness of any
nonfree resource.
Corollary 5. For any resources R and R′ (which
may be of arbitrary and different types), R LOSE R′
if and only if R GSQ R′.
We close by noting a useful result (e.g., it is used
in the Appendix for proving Theorem 4), which
states that if one resource outperforms a second at
all possible games of a given type, then it can also
generate any specific strategy of that type which the
second resource can generate.
Theorem 6. For resources R and R′ of arbitrary
types and a resource ET of arbitrary type T , R GT
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R′ iff R′ LOSE7−−−−→ ET =⇒ R LOSE7−−−−→ ET , that is, iff
any strategy ET for games of type T that can be freely
generated from R′ can also be freely generated from
R.
6 Open questions and Conclusion
We have presented the type-independent resource
theory of local operations and shared entanglement,
or LOSE operations. We showed how this unifies
various types of postquantum resources, and dis-
cussed how these resources can be transformed into
each other, regardless of their types. This allows
us to rigorously quantify the amount of postquan-
tumness in a given resource, and to quantitatively
compare the postquantumness of arbitrary resources
of arbitrary types. Next, we began the systematic
characterization of which types of resources are able
to express all the same manifestations of postquan-
tumness as which other types, as made formal by
the idea of encodings of types of resources. We then
discussed how players can use any given resource
to generate strategies for distributed games of arbi-
trary types, and how the type of a given resource
helps determine what advantage, if any, the players
can hope to gain over strategies that are achievable
by quantum common causes.
There remain a great deal of interesting ques-
tions to be understood about this resource theory;
we have already highlighted some of these in the
main text. Attaining a complete understanding of
postquantum common cause resources will require
answering all of the usual resource theoretic ques-
tions: what is the structure of the single-copy de-
terministic preorder, what monotones and witnesses
provide valuable information about this preorder,
what asymptotic and catalytic conversions are pos-
sible, and so on. A modest starting point would be
to finish characterizing which conversions between
known postquantum resources (such as those in Ap-
pendix A) are possible, and to find type-independent
monotones that witness the interconversions that
are not possible. Note that for the type-independent
LOSR resource theory, Ref. [42] developed techni-
cal tools for answering such questions, and it seems
likely that many of these techniques (such as the ro-
bustness monotones defined therein) would be trans-
ferrable with minor modifications to the LOSE re-
source theory. It would also be interesting to study
detailed properties of the LOSE preorder even for
specific types of resources, in analogy to what was
done in Ref. [10] for box-type resources in the re-
source theory of LOSR. It would also be helpful
to find some algorithmic methods for determining
if a given channel is LOSE-free or not; see Ap-
pendix C for three partial results along these lines
from Ref. [11]. See also Appendix A.6 for an exam-
ple of a well-known channel which we conjecture is
LOSE-nonfree. Finally, it is an interesting question
whether or not resource theories like ours will be of
use at constraining the set of quantum correlations
(or more general processes) from physical principles.
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A Explicit examples of nonfree re-
sources
The majority of this article focuses on what can be
said about resources by considering only their type,
and hence does not focus on particular instances of
resources. Nonetheless, it is illustrative to see some
concrete examples of postquantum resources. We
now describe five explicit examples of four different
types. We denote Alice’s input (output) system by
A (X) and Bob’s input (output) system by B (Y ).
If any of these systems are classical, then we will
identify the corresponding capital letter with the
classical variable corresponding to that system, and
will denote the possible values that it can take by
a, x, b, y, respectively, where a, x, b, y ∈ {0, 1} unless
otherwise specified. We will also denote the three
Pauli matrices by σ1, σ2, and σ3.
A.1 The PR box
Our first explicit example is the celebrated Popescu-
Rohrlich (PR) box [7], defined as the resource
that achieves the logically maximal violation of the
(CHSH) inequality [67]. The PR box is a resource
of type CC→CC, and is completely specified by the
following conditional probability distribution:
p(ab|xy) =
{
1/2 if a⊕ b = xy,
0 otherwise.
(2)
The PR box is well-known precisely because it can-
not be generated by local operations and shared en-
tanglement. More specifically, it achieves a value of
4 for the CHSH functional, while the largest value
achievable by local measurements on a shared en-
tangled state is 2
√
2.
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A.2 The PHHH ensemble-preparation
Our second example of a postquantum resource
is an ensemble-preparing channel introduced in
Ref. [12], which we refer to as the PHHH ensemble-
preparation.6 This resource has type CC→QQ, and
is constructed as follows. If the product of the in-
puts xy = 0, then the channel outputs the Bell state
|φ+〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/√2, but if xy = 1 it outputs
the Bell state |ψ+〉 = (|01〉+ |10〉)/√2.
A quantum circuit that realizes the PHHH
ensemble-preparation using classical communication
from Bob to Alice is shown in Fig. 8.
Figure 8: A quantum circuit that realizes the PHHH
ensemble-preparation. Note that this circuit requires com-
munication from Bob to Alice, and hence does not consti-
tute an LOSE realization of the channel. Here and through-
out, controlled operations are denoted by a horizontal line
ending in a dot on the target system.
Converting the PR box into the PHHH
ensemble-preparation and back— To see that
the PHHH ensemble-preparation is LOSE-nonfree,
we show that it is in the same equivalence class as
the PR box; that is, the two are interconvertible
using LOSE operations.
To obtain a PR box from the PHHH ensemble-
preparation, it suffices for each party to locally de-
phase their output system in the computational ba-
sis, resulting in a CC→ CC channel with exactly
the PR box correlations in the computation basis.
To obtain the PHHH ensemble-preparation from the
PR box, the two parties begin with maximally en-
tangled state |φ+〉, and each party performs a lo-
cal Pauli σ1 transformation if the output they re-
ceive from the PR box is 1. When xy = 0, the
PR box outputs perfectly correlated bits, and hence
either both parties perform the transformation, or
6 Ref. [12] presented this resource as one with quantum
inputs, but since these are immediately dephased in the com-
putational basis, one can simply treat them as classical. Note
also that an incoherent version of this channel was shown to
be postquantum in Ref. [11].
neither party does; in either case, the state |φ+〉 is
invariant. When xy = 1, however, the PR box out-
puts perfectly anticorrelated bits, and so only one
party performs the Pauli σ1 transformation; in ei-
ther case, the resulting state is |ψ+〉. The overall
channel, depicted in Fig. 9, is exactly the PHHH
ensemble-preparation.
Figure 9: Generating the PHHH ensemble-preparation
from the PR box using LOSE operations (green).
A.3 The SHSA Bob-with-input steering as-
semblage
Our third example is a postquantum Bob-with-
input (BWI) steering assemblage, of type CC→CQ,
that was introduced in Ref. [15]. We refer to it as the
SHSA BWI-assemblage. A Bob-with-input steering
scenario generalizes the traditional steering scenario
by allowing Bob a classical (rather than trivial) in-
put. A BWI-assemblage is fully specified by the
set {ρa|xy}a,x,y of unnormalized quantum states (on
system B) that Bob can be steered into, indexed by
the values X = x (A = a) of Alice’s classical in-
put (output) and the value Y = y of Bob’s classical
input.
The SHSA BWI-assemblage is defined in Ref. [15]
by
ρa|xy =
1
4 (I + (−1)
aσx+1)T
y
. (3)
Here, σx are the three Pauli matrices, depending on
the value x ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and T y is the transpose (in
the computational basis) on Bob’s state when y = 1
and the identity map when y = 0.
Mathematically (but not physically), this assem-
blage can be depicted as in Fig. 10, where a measure-
ment of the Pauli observable (−1)xσx+1 (depending
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on the input value x, and with outcomes 0 and 1 cor-
responding to eigenvalues +1 and −1, respectively)
is performed on half of a Bell state |φ+〉, and T y is
applied on the other half, depending on the input
value y. The set of states on B conditioned on par-
ticular values X = x, A = a, and Y = y is given
by Eq. (3). Crucially, the transpose is not a valid
quantum channel, since it is not completely positive.
Hence, Fig. 10 does not represent a valid quantum
circuit, much less a set of LOSE operations.
Figure 10: An (unphysical) depiction of the assemblage of
Eq. (3). Note that this is not a quantum circuit, much less
an LOSE process, since the transpose is not a CPTP map.
Fig. 10 provides some intuition for why the SHSA
BWI-assemblage is nonfree, as the transpose map is
not physical. The formal proof that it is nonfree is
more elaborate, and is given in the supplementary
material of Ref. [15].
Converting the PHHH ensemble-
preparation into the BWI-assemblage— Next,
we prove that the PHHH ensemble-preparation
can be converted into the SHSA BWI-assemblage
using LOSE operations. The conversion is shown
in Fig. 11. By transitivity, this also proves that
the PR box can also be converted into the SHSA
BWI-assemblage.
First, Alice maps her given input x ∈ {0, 1, 2} to
x mod 2 and uses this as her input to the PHHH
ensemble-preparation (but keeps a copy of x as an
input to her post-processings). On her quantum
output, Alice then measures the Pauli observable
(−1)xσx+1, depending on her input value x, where
the outcomes 0 and 1 correspond to eigenvalues +1
and −1, respectively. It is easy to verify that this
reproduces the SHSA BWI-assemblage, e.g. by con-
sidering the 12 possible states generated for the 12
possible tuples (a, x, y).
Figure 11: Generating the SHSA BWI-assemblage from
the PHHH ensemble-preparation using LOSE operations
(green).
A.4 The BGNP channel
Our fourth example is a generic nonsignaling chan-
nel proposed in [11], which we term the BGNP
channel.7 It is a resource of type QQ → QQ,
where every input and output has dimension 4. Let
{|0〉A , |1〉A , |2〉A , |3〉A} be a basis for Alice’s Hilbert
space, and let {|0〉B , |1〉B , |2〉B , |3〉B} be a basis for
Bob’s Hilbert space. For Alice as well as for Bob,
we refer to the subspace spanned by {|0〉 , |1〉} as
the first qubit, labeled f , and the subspace spanned
by {|2〉 , |3〉} as the second qubit, labeled s. One
can form a basis for the 16-dimensional joint Hilbert
space by considering the 4 Bell states on each of the
two-qubit subspaces formed by taking one of Alice’s
qubits (f or s) together with one of Bob’s qubits (f
or s); explicitly, this is the basis{
|φ±ff 〉, |ψ±ff 〉, |φ±fs〉, |ψ±fs〉, |φ±sf 〉, |ψ±sf 〉, |φ±ss〉, |ψ±ss〉
}
.
(4)
It follows that{
|φ±ff 〉, |ψ±ff 〉, |φ±fs〉, |ψ±fs〉, |φ±sf 〉, |ψ±sf 〉, (5)
(IA ⊗ UB) |φ±ss〉, (IA ⊗ UB) |ψ±ss〉
}
is also a basis, since it amounts to merely rotating
the Bell basis of the ss subspace by a unitary UB
acting (only) on Bob’s second qubit. This ‘twisted’
basis is depicted schematically in Fig. 12.
7Strictly speaking, it is a family of channels indexed by a
unitary UB .
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Figure 12: The basis of 16 states defined by Eq. (5).
The BGNP channel is defined as the channel
which is fully dephasing in this latter basis (that
is, as the channel whose Kraus operators are the
projectors onto the states in this basis). It is proved
in Ref. [11] that this channel cannot be performed
using LOSE operations. The proof relies on a partic-
ular necessary condition for a channel to be LOSE-
free (which we repeat in Appendix C) which is not
satisfied by the channel.
Ref. [11] also provides an intuition for why this
channel cannot be achieved via LOSE operations.
The authors note that the channel which is dephas-
ing in the Bell basis for two qubits can be per-
formed using only local operations and shared ran-
domness, as can the Bell measurement rotated by
UB . However, to implement the measurement de-
fined by Eq. (5), the parties would have to know
whether or not the state lies in the ss subspace (to
determine which of these two Bell measurements to
perform), and neither Alice nor Bob has access to
this information in the absence of communication.
As an aside: this channel is defined by a projec-
tive measurement, and it always outputs a quantum
state which is diagonal in a fixed basis. As such, one
might expect that it can be viewed as a distributed
measurement, that is, a resource of type QQ→CC.
However, it is not natively a resource of that type.
This is because the output state is not diagonal in
the computational basis, nor even in a product basis
from which Alice and Bob can read off a classical
outcome locally.
A.5 The DFP channel
All of the previous examples are entanglement-
breaking. Our fifth example, which we refer to as
the DFP channel, is a postquantum channel of type
QQ→QQ that was introduced in Ref. [13] as an
example of an LOSE-nonfree resource which is not
entanglement-breaking. (Note that all bipartite re-
sources of types other than QQ→QQ are necessarily
entanglement-breaking.) The example is essentially
a coherent mixture of a bipartite identity channel
with the PHHH ensemble-preparation defined above
(but where the bipartite quantum state used to im-
plement the coherent mixture is also an output of
the channel).
Explicitly, the DFP channel can be defined by the
circuit in Fig. 13 for α = 16 . Here, the Pauli unitary
Figure 13: A quantum circuit that realizes the DFP chan-
nel when α = 16 . Note that this circuit requires commu-
nication from Bob to Alice, and hence does not constitute
an LOSE realization of the channel.
σ1 is controlled on three systems; namely, it is only
applied if the outcomes of both computational basis
measurements (labeled by ‘σ3 mmt’) are 1 and also
if the quantum system on which it is controlled is in
state |1〉. More details on this channel, including its
Kraus representation, can be found in Ref. [13].
For α = 16 , Ref. [13] proves that this channel can
be freely converted into a box-type resource that
violates the CHSH inequality beyond the quantum
bound of 2
√
2, and hence that it is LOSE-nonfree,
and also proves that its Choi state has a partial
transpose with negative eigenvalues, and hence that
it is not entanglement-breaking. Intuitively, the fact
that the channel is LOSE-nonfree is inherited from
the component of the PHHH ensemble-preparation,
while the fact that the channel is not entanglement-
breaking is inherited from the component of the
identity channel. They also prove that it is extremal
in the space of channels.
Converting the PR box to the DFP channel
Fig. 14 presents a construction for converting the
PHHH ensemble-preparation into the DFP channel
using LOSE operations.
Here, the process labeled 0 represents a fixed
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Figure 14: Generating the DFP channel from the PHHH
ensemble-preparation (in black) using LOSE operations (in
green).
preparation of state |0〉. That the overall chan-
nel in Fig. 14 is equivalent to the DFP channel in
Fig. 13 is straightforward but tedious to check by
linear algebra. Intuitively, one can see that the con-
struction works because the controlled swap oper-
ations ensure that either both Alice and Bob ap-
ply the identity transformation to their inputs, or
they measure them in the σ3 basis and implement
the PHHH ensemble-preparation, controlled on the
state of their quantum system being |0〉 or |1〉, re-
spectively.
A.6 The Bennett channel
Our final example is a resource that we suspect is
postquantum, though we have not yet been able to
prove this. The resource is defined by dephasing in
the well-known product basis considered in Ref. [68].
We will refer to it as the Bennett channel. It is a
resource of type QQ→QQ, where every input and
output has dimension 3.
Ref. [68] considers a particular basis of product
states for two qutrits. With the definitions
|α1〉 = |1〉 |β1〉 = |1〉 ,
|α2〉 = |0〉 |β2〉 = |0〉+ |1〉
|α3〉 = |0〉 |β3〉 = |0〉 − |1〉
|α4〉 = |2〉 |β4〉 = |1〉+ |2〉
|α5〉 = |2〉 |β5〉 = |1〉 − |2〉 (6)
|α6〉 = |1〉+ |2〉 |β6〉 = |0〉
|α7〉 = |1〉 − |2〉 |β7〉 = |0〉
|α8〉 = |0〉+ |1〉 |β8〉 = |2〉
|α9〉 = |0〉 − |1〉 |β9〉 = |2〉
then the relevant basis for the 9-dimensional input
space defined by the two qubits is given (up to nor-
malization) by{
|αi〉 ⊗ |βi〉
}
i=1,2,...,9
. (7)
The 9 states are depicted in Fig. 15.
Figure 15: The basis of 9 states defined in Eq. (7) (via
Eq. (6)).
In [68], it is shown that the channel defined by de-
phasing in this product basis cannot be performed
using local operations and classical communication
between the two parties. However, it is unclear
whether or not this channel is a postquantum re-
source.
Open Question 3. Can the Bennett channel be
realized using LOSE operations?
B Proofs of theorems from the main
text
The three proofs in these appendices are exactly the
same as the corresponding proofs in Ref. [41], but
with LOSR replaced by LOSE.
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B.1 Proof of Theorem 3
We begin by proving Theorem 3.
Proof. Consider a bipartite channel E which has a
quantum output of dimension d, together with arbi-
trary other outputs and inputs (denoted by dashed
double lines), as shown in black in Fig. 16(a). One
can transform E into a resource with a quantum in-
put of dimension d and a classical output of dimen-
sion d2 by composing E with a Bell measurement as
shown in green in Fig. 16(a); that is, by perform-
ing a measurement in a maximally entangled basis
on the quantum output of E and a new quantum
input of the same dimension d. To see that this
Figure 16: (a) A free transformation (in green) that con-
verts a quantum output to a classical output together with
a new quantum input. (b) This transformation does not
change the LOSE equivalence class, since it has a left in-
verse (shown in pink) which is a free transformation.
transformation preserves LOSE equivalence class, it
suffices to note that there exists a local (and hence
free) operation, shown in pink on the left-hand side
of Fig. 16(b), which takes the transformed channel
back to the original channel E . In particular, this
local operation feeds one half of a maximally entan-
gled state Φmax into the Bell measurement, and then
performs a correcting unitary operation U on the
other half of the entangled state, conditioned on the
classical outcome of the Bell measurement. For the
correct choice of correction operations, the overall
transformation on E is just the well-known telepor-
tation protocol [69], and so the equality shown in
Fig. 16(b) holds. Hence, the channel in Fig. 16(a)
is in the same LOSE equivalence class as E , which
implies that every partition of a resource can be
transformed to a resource of type Q→C in the same
equivalence class.
B.2 Proof of Theorem 6
We now prove Theorem 6, since it will be useful for
the next proof.
Proof. This proof refers to the decomposition of a
given game into an analyzer and a payoff function,
as introduced and detailed in Ref. [41].
If R′ LOSE7−−−−→ ET =⇒ R LOSE7−−−−→ ET , then R can
generate any strategy for any given game GT that
R′ can, and so always performs at least as well as
R′ at T -games, and so R GT R′.
To prove the converse, consider a set of games of
type T defined by ranging over all possible payoff
functions Fpayoff(abxy) for some fixed analyzer
Z—that is, a specific tomographically complete
measurement for each output system of the re-
source and a specific tomographically complete set
of states for each input system of the resource.
Assume that R′ LOSE7−−−−→ ET for some strategy ET ,
and define PZ◦ET (ab|xy) = Z ◦ ET . For R GT R′, it
must be that R LOSE7−−−−→ E ′T for at least one strategy
E ′T satisfying PZ◦E′T (ab|xy) = Z ◦ E ′T . If this were
not the case, then the convex set S(R) of all
correlations which R can generate in this scenario,
S(R) := {PZ◦τ◦R(ab|xy) = Z ◦ τ ◦R}τ∈LOSE,
would not contain PZ◦ET (ab|xy), and the hyper-
plane which separated PZ◦ET (ab|xy) from S would
constitute a payoff function Fpayoff for which R′
outperformed R, which would be in contradiction
with the claim that R GT R′. By tomographic
completeness, the preimage of every correlation
under Z contains at most one strategy. Hence, if
two strategies map to the same correlation, then
they must be the same strategy, and so it must be
that ET = E ′T in argument above. That is, we have
shown that if R SQ R′ and R′ LOSE7−−−−→ ET , then
R
LOSE7−−−−→ ET .
B.3 Proof of Theorem 4
Finally, we prove Theorem 4.
Proof. Consider the set GT of all games of type T
and two resources R1 and R2, both of type T ′,
where T type T ′. Clearly R1 LOSE R2 implies
R1 GT R2, since R1 LOSE R2 implies that R1
can be used to freely generate R2 and hence to
generate any strategy which can be generated us-
ing R2. Next, we prove that R1 GT R2 implies
R1 LOSE R2. By assumption, T type T ′, and
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so for R2 of type T ′, there exists a strategy ET for
games of type T such that R2
LOSE←−−→ ET . Since
R1 GT R2, Theorem 6 tells us that R2 LOSE7−−−−→ ET
implies R1
LOSE7−−−−→ ET , and hence R1 LOSE7−−−−→ R2 by
transitivity. Hence we have proven that the two or-
derings are the same; that is, R1 LOSE R2 if and
only if R1 GT R2.
C Methods for determining if a given
channel is or is not LOSE-free
Ref. [11] gives (in Theorem 5 therein) a necessary
condition for a channel to be LOSE-free:
Theorem 7. If E is an LOSE-free superoperator
on HA ⊗HB, and |ψ〉, A⊗ I |ψ〉, and I ⊗B |ψ〉 are
all eigenstates of E (where A and B are invertible
operators), then A ⊗ B |ψ〉 is also an eigenstate of
E.
This theorem was leveraged in Ref. [11] (as well as
above) to prove that the BGNP channel is postquan-
tum.
Ref. [70] gives (in Theorem 3 therein) a sufficient
condition for a channel to be LOSE-free:
Theorem 8. Any bipartite channel E that can
be implemented using local operations and one-way
classical communication from Alice to Bob and that
has an eigenstate of Schmidt rank equal to the di-
mension of Alice’s input system is LOSE-free.
Finally, note that if one can establish that a given
distributed channel outperforms all LOSE strate-
gies at some operational task, then it must be non-
free. This is true even for operational tasks that are
not subsumed within our framework of distributed
games, as long as one allows the players of the game
to optimize over all LOSE strategies, since the score
in such tasks constitutes an LOSE-monotone. For
example, in Ref. [11], the BGNP channel is shown
to be a valuable postquantum resource by virtue of
reducing the communication complexity of the inner
product function below what could be achieved by
LOSE operations. In resource theoretic language:
the amount of quantum communication required to
simulate a postquantum resource (optimized over all
LOSE operations) is a monotone [71], and the value
assigned to the BGNP channel by this monotone is
larger than can be achieved by any free resource.
This is another proof that it is not LOSE-free.
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